
English 10 Honors    Summer Reading Assignment 2018-19     for Klepacz  
World Literature 
Part A- Read both novels: They Poured Fire on Us from the Sky by Benson Deng, Alphonsion Deng, and 
Benjamin Ajak (NF) and A Long Way Home by Saroo Brierley. 
 
Part B- For each novel, pick two of the questions below. For each question, answer in a well-developed 
paragraph using textual evidence to support your thoughts. Make sure you clearly label which question 
you are responding to. Responses should be typed. 
 
The Questions: 
 
1. Who is the speaker?  Describe the author’s persona.  What do you know about the person who 

 is telling this story? 
2. What is the occasion?  When does the story take place?  When is the story being told?  Why  

does the author need to tell this story? 
3. Who is the intended audience for this book?  What assumptions does the author seem to make  

about his/her readers? 
4. What is the purpose of this book?  In other words, what does the author want his/her audience  

to believe or do after reading this book? 
5. What is the tone of this book?  Select an adjective that describes the tone—sympathetic,  

confused, angry, disappointed, etc.—then explain how and why the author uses this tone. 
 
Part C- Answer all of the questions below. For each question, answer in a well-developed paragraph 
using textual evidence to support your thoughts. Responses should be typed. 
 
The Questions:  
 
1. Text to self: How can  you relate to the events/characters/experiences/conflicts in your chosen  

book?  
 
2. Text to real world: What major issue(s) in your book do you see in current society? Explain. 
 
3. Text to text: What plays/movies/books/short stories/songs/poems include similar 
 themes/ideas/conflict/character/speakers to your book? Explain.  
 
For each question, you will be graded using the following rubric.  

4- Student clearly addresses the question. Rationale is well developed and detailed, citing  
specific evidence from the book.  

3- Student clearly addresses the question. Rationale is developed and cites general evidence from  
the book.  More details are needed.  

2- Student addresses the question. Rationale is included, but fails to cite evidence from the book.  
1- Student writes a response but fails to specifically address the question.  
0- No response given.  
 
Students should be prepared to turn in their responses the first week of school. This assignment will be 
worth 20 summative points. In addition, there will be a multiple choice objective test the first week of 
school (typically Friday) over the reading material worth 30 summative points.  



 


